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lı́bilo. 27Všechno mi bylo předáno
od mého Otce; a nikdo plněs

nepoznávás Syna, jen Otec, ani Ot-
cenikdoplněs nepoznávás, jen Syn
a ten, komu by ho Syn chtěl zje-
vit. 28Pojd’te ke mně všichni, kteřı́
těžces pracujetes a jstep přetı́že-
ni, a já vám dámsf odpočineks.
29Vezměte mé jho na sebe a učte1

se ode mne, nebot’ jsem tichý a
pokorný v srdci; a naleznetef od-
počinutı́ svým dušı́m. 30Vždyt’mé
jho je přı́jemné2 a mé břemeno je
lehké.“

12
1V ten čas šel Ježı́š v so-
botu obilı́m. Jeho učed-

nı́ci dostalis hlads a začali trhat
klasy a jı́st. 2Kdyžs [je] uvidělis fa-
rizeové, řekli mu: „Hle, tvoji učed-
nı́ci dělajı́, co se nesmı́ dělat v
sobotu.“ 3On však jim řekl: „Ne-
četli jste, co udělal David, když
vyhladověl, on i ti, kdo byli s
nı́m? 4Jak vešel do Božı́hoc do-
mu a snědli3 (chleby předloženı́)4 ,
které nesměl jı́st ani on ani ti,

kdo byli s nı́m, ale jen kněžı́?
5Anebo nečetli jste v Zákoně, že o
sobotách kněžı́ v chrámě porušujı́
sobotu, a přece jsou bez viny?
6Pravı́m vám, že zde je někdo vě-
tšı́ než chrám. 7Kdybyste vědělip,
co znamená: ,Milosrdenstvı́ chci,
a ne obět’‘Oz 6,6, neodsoudili bys-
te nevinné. 8Vždyt’ Syn člověka je
pánem soboty.“ 9A kdyžs odtam-
tud odešels, přišel do jejich sy-
nagógy. 10A hle, byl tam člověk,
který měl odumřelou5 ruku. I
otázali se ho: „Je dovoleno v sobo-
tu uzdravovat6 ?“ To proto, aby jej
obžalovali. 11On jim řekl: „(Kdyby
mělf někdo z vás)7 jednu ovci a ta
by mu v sobotu spadla do jámy,
což by ji neuchopilf a nevytáhlf?
12Oč je člověk cennějšı́ než ovce!
Proto je dovoleno v sobotu činit
dobře.“ 13Potom řeklh tomu člo-
věku: „Natáhni svou ruku.“ Natá-
hl ji, a bylas zases vs pořádkus a
zdravá jako ta druhá. 14Farizeové
však vyšli a radili se proti němu,

1 ř.:naučtese; 2nebo:dobré; 3var.: snědl; 4 ř. artoi tésprotheseós,h. lechemhappánı́m,
dosl. ,chléb tváře‘.TytochlebybylypravidelněpředkládánypředB. tvář za12pokolenı́ Izraele;
viz Ex 25,30; Lv 24,5–9. 5 ř.: uschlou; 6 var.: uzdravit; 7 ř.: Kdo bude z vás člověk,
který bude mı́t... 8� nebo: se to dověděl / to poznal; 9� var.: mnozı́; 10� ř.: aby ho
neučinili známým;
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What is PDF

For long DVI was TEX’s native output

format. This format can be converted to

for instance POSTSCRIPT or PDF. The later

format has the advantage that fonts and

graphics are embedded which make the file

portable across platforms. We start this day

with a short explanation of what PDF is.

Sebastian Rahtz

The history of PDFTEX

The PDFTEX project started . . . years ago. In

its current incarnation, this programs is rather

stable and mature. However, it took quite

some development, discussion and testing,

and the PDFTEX mailing list has played an

important role in this. In this regard, this

project can be considered one of the most

innovative TEX related activities of the end of

the previous century. How did it all evolve?

Erik Frambach

Fonts in PDFTEX

Since PDFTEX provides its own backend,

it also has to deal with font inclusion.

PDFTEX supports type 1 as well as truetype

and bitmap fonts. Some can be included

directly, others needs special treatment.

Fonts can be embedded completely,

partially, or not at all. Also, users have

to set up some map files. Although

font support is rather straightforward,

some basic knowledge can be handy.

Hàn Thế Thành

How PDFTEX can improve your pages

It may have gone unnoticed to many happy users, but

one of the main reasons for developing PDFTEX was

the wish to improve the visual appearance of the page.

The current nature of TEX The Program, limits this

improvement to the individual paragraphs and pages.

Currently PDFTEX provides several methods to improve

the look and feel of a page. Systematic experiments and

research were the basis for the evolution of PDFTEX.

Hans Hagen

Graphics in PDFTEX

A consequence of being its own backend,

is that PDFTEX must include graphics

itself. PDFTEX supports the PDF, JPG, PNG

and METAPOST graphic formats. EPS

graphics can be converted to PDF. Because

PDFTEX gives you access to low level

PDF, it can also support dual resolution

graphics. When embedding graphics

one has to consider resolution and color.

Ed Cashin

PDFTEX in a workflow

Since PDF is one of the major file formats,

PDFTEX is a good candidate for acting as a

backend in processing data. How does that

work, and what is needed to get it working.

Hans Hagen

Going beyond static documents

The last few years, the world of documents has changed

drastically. Color has become natural on the desktop and

screen documents go beyond their static counterparts.

One way to enhance documents is to use advanced

hyperlink tricks. A more drastic deviation from traditional

documents is embedding program code, like JAVASCRIPT.

One can use this scripting language to provide comfortable

navigation and intelligence to documents. PDFTEX provided

the hooks to embed such scripts into the document. In a

similar way, one can use PDFTEX to make advanced forms.

Ed Cashin

Setting up PDFTEX

Since PDFTEX is a all--in--one tool, the TEX user no

longer has to deal with a multi--stage source to paper

process. Installation is not that complicated, but there

a few thing you should know a about the configuration.

Berend de Boer

Postprocessing PDF

It is not uncommon to postprocess the files

produced by TEX, for instance making A5

booklets out of A4 documents. Since PDFTEX

can process PDF graphics, it can do its own

advanced postprocessing, sometimes going

far beyond what’s common in the TEX world.

Another kind of postprocessing involves

converting PDF into a textual format.

An example of this application is an

experimental utility that converts TEX

into HTML in a rather natural way.

What is PDF

For long DVI was TEX’s native output

format. This format can be converted to

for instance POSTSCRIPT or PDF. The later

format has the advantage that fonts and

graphics are embedded which make the file

portable across platforms. We start this day

with a short explanation of what PDF is.

Hans Hagen

Something

Very Important

August 2000

Something

Very Important

August 2000

The ConTEXt Test Quotes

August 7, 2001

The ConTEXt presentation styles
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original
This is the oldest presentation style. Because it was used first for a large highly structured presentation, is comes

with quite some screen real estate. Buttons as well as local tables of contents are rather dominant. The colors match
the first screen version of the ConTEXt reference manual.

� � � � � � � � �

The next . . . minutes

What output do we want

What input do we prefer

What TEX do we run

What system do we use

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .

� � � � � � � � �

What output do we want

• high quality paper output

− one input — multiple out-

put

− high level of abstraction

• optimal screen output

− high quality typography − dedicated navigation

• some examples

− local references

− intelligent menus

− text as program

− lots of graphics

− screen and paper

− multiple faces

− simple but effective

− lists and indexes

− cross linked source

− typical TEX

− program as text

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .

� � � � � � � � �

What input do we prefer

• highly structured ASCII

• medium neutral coding

• this file

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .

� � � � � � � � �

What TEX do we run

• DVI output

− dvi generation

− dvi viewing

• PDF output

− pdf generation

− pdf viewing GhostScript

− pdf viewer Acrobat

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .

� � � � � � � � �

The ConTEXt Story

a quick tour

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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green
Because this style offers a lot of space, it is one of my favourites. The few simple buttons are typical METAPOST

graphics. This style supports structuring. There are three main buttons and one extra button that can be customized.

What I will discuss

Including MetaPost code

Defining a Meta--Graphic

Reusing a graphic

Hooking into TEX

Communicating color

Color conversion

Graphic conversion / pdfTEX

Graphic conversion / dviVIEW

Preambles

Tricky runs

Logos

More logos

PICTEX replacement

Inline graphics

Symbol sets

Movies and animations

Covers and fun

Charts

Including MetaPost code

\startMPgraphic

path p ;

p := fullcircle scaled 100 ;

fill p withcolor .5white ;

draw p withcolor .3white withpen pencircle scaled 10 ;

path p ;

\loadcurrentMPgraphic

\placeMPgraphic

\end

Defining a Meta--Graphic

\startuseMPgraphic{circle}

path p ;

p := fullcircle scaled 100 ;

fill p withcolor .5white ;

draw p withcolor .3white withpen pencircle scaled 10 ;

path p ;

\hbox

{\useMPgraphic{circle}

\useMPgraphic{circle}

\useMPgraphic{circle}}

\end

Reusing a graphic

\startreusableMPgraphic{circle}

path p ;

p := fullcircle scaled 100 ;

fill p withcolor .5white ;

draw p withcolor .3white withpen pencircle scaled 10 ;

path p ;

\hbox

{\reuseMPgraphic{circle}

\reuseMPgraphic{circle}

\reuseMPgraphic{circle}}

\end

Meta Graphics

fun for non--wizzards

a demonstration
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funny
This is a typical one-toc with just-a-few-pages style. The bottom half of the outline around the text shows the

progress. This style is well suited for a summary from which one can launch other documents. This is how it was used
first.

The calculator demo

Combining TEX, METAPOST, PDF and JAVASCRIPT.

Just a few examples

• in--line fill--in fields

• parents, children, clones and copies

• field characteristics

• entering TEX text

• all kinds of fields

• advanced references

• popping up information

• and some more

• figures and fields

• and more of those

Some new concepts

• reusing objects

• selective inclusion

• one pass dilemma

• generating datastructures

Advanced referencing

Just some alternatives,

\goto[reference]

\goto[outer reference::]

\goto[outer reference::inner reference]

\goto[operation(argument)]

\goto[operation(action{argument,argument})]

\goto[action]

\goto[action{argument}]

· · · chained or not.

More than text alone

• graphics

• navigation

• fields

• intelligence
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colorful
Although the title page of this style is rather random, the content can be well structure. There is a large text area

available and the current position in the style is visualized at the bottom. The buttons are small METAPOST graphics.

Some thoughts . . .

The current state of documents
The future state of documents

The current state of typesetting
The future state of typesetting

Managing data and authoring content
But . . .
So . . .

The current state of documents

I paper

H wandering eyes

H you see what you buy

H eternal rewarding

H a pleasure to see

H crap for the bin

I screen

H typeset on forehand

H typeset on the fly

I complete free format

I reasonable constraints

The future state of documents

I paper

H only those that deserve paper

H when circumstances force

I non--paper

H holographic projection

H direct nerval download

H hi--res ‘screens’

H dedicated life long pads

H digital paper

The current state of typesetting

I made up by hand

I made up in batch

I keyed / scanned in

I generated on the fly

The Future
of Documents
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fuzzy
ConTEXt users will recognize this style as being derived from the reference manual style. Indeed we use the same

colors and random rectangles. At the right the main topics are shown and a close button. This style is well suited for
itemized talks.

Today

• paper

− instant impressions

− you see what you buy

− can be a pleasure to see

− more and more crap

• screen

− typeset on forehand

− typeset on the fly

? complete free format

? reasonable constraints

Today

Tomorrow

Make--up

Targets

Some Day

But . . .

Close

Tomorrow

• papier

− only those that deserve paper

− when circumstances force

• non--paper

− hi--res ‘screens’

− dedicated life long pads

− digital paper

− holographic projection

− direct nerval download

Today

Tomorrow

Make--up

Targets

Some Day

But . . .

Close

Make--up

• made up by hand

• made up automatically

• keyed and/or scanned in

• generated on the fly

Today

Tomorrow

Make--up

Targets

Some Day

But . . .

Close

Targets

• intuitive authoring

• typesetting on demand

• eternal reuse

• clever searching

Today

Tomorrow

Make--up

Targets

Some Day

But . . .

Close

Documents

some thoughts
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polish
The Antikwa Torunska font had a rather prominent backward slant. This style uses this font both for the running text

and as background. The items follow the slant. This style is not meant for presentation with much text.

OOOQuit

Topics

• document structure

• data abstraction

• optimal typography

• potential complications

OOOQuit

Document structure

• provide non traditional sectioning

• use name spaced cross references

• tables of contents must be able to adapt themselves��

• anything can and will be reused��

• many things can become a marginal, foot- or endnote��

• anything goes into headers, footers and statusinfo��

• there are more uses than we can think of

OOOQuit

Data abstraction

• think of future demands and tools

• there is a difference between local and global data

• never code something more than once��

• force consistency by using abbreviations and alike

• avoid hard coded names in changing documents��

OOOQuit

Optimal typography

• it’s in the small points, never compromise on forehand��

• tables can be typeset differently, flows can come back��

• math, physical units and chemicals are not the same

• languages have different demands and conventions

• we seldom know in advance what it will look��OOOQuit

Think before you code
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spider
In this style the text snippets are positioned at a random location on the page, to which the background graphic
adapts itself. Each series of subtopics gets a different color. You can navigate the document by clicking on the

circular shapes.

First of all we want our columns

to be perfectly balanced.

This is trivial for pure text,

but imagine lots of white

space, like display math.

Columns and Grids

We want floats to be moved to

the best available location. Of

course we want floats to span

more than one column, and

even spanning one and a halve

column with a text flowing around

the figure should be possible.

Columns and Grids

In double sided output, we

want lines to align on the

opposing pages (spread). When

we hold the paper towards

a bright source of light, we

want the lines to align too.

Columns and Grids

We definitely don’t want to end up

with a few lines or words on the

last page. Why not apply a small

percentage of glyph scaling in

such a way that we get full pages?

Of course we will need more than

paragraph and page optimization

for this: we are dealing with

the document as a whole.

Columns and Grids

Columns and Grids

Overall Appearance

Embedded Graphics

Layers in Text

Do we need NTS?
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wonder
This is one of the 6 styles made for the nts presentation at EuroTEX 1999. The idea was to demonstrate a couple of

nasty things that one can do with pdfTEX, being an example of an extension. Afterwards it was provded that this could
also be done using traditional TEX.

Zaagh, of Steek--zaagh Domme--kraght Mokers
Yzere Wiggen Brandt--yzer Hout--haak
Spaander--haak Een Klaas Jacobzen Tange
Nagel--hamer Wigge Oor--houten
Kluften Hellen Steven--haken
Hevels en Klein--touwen Een Koe--voet Schot--bouten
Yzere ram Avegaar Een houte Ram
Een groote Wigge Teer--ketel Slyp--steen
Een Mal Rye Hout--bok
Schraagh Vlotten Een Slee
Dwars--slee Kaap--stander Bytels
Klavaats--hamer Rabat--yzer Klavaats--yzer
Spyker--yzer Werk--bytel Duim--stok
Schraper Een Moker Spyker--hamertje
Een Roffel Gerf--schaaf Odief
Ploegen Handt--zaagh Klamp--spykers--boor
tien duims Boor Dissel Byl

This list is derived from ‘De Materie’,
a musical composition of Louis

Andriessen. Long ago, the instruments
listed here were used in ship--building.

1

We thrive in information--thick worlds because
of our marvelous and everyday capacity to
select, edit, single out, structure, highlight,
group, pair, merge, harmonize, synthesize,

focus, organize, condense, reduce, boil down,
choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, abstract,

scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate,
distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump,

skip, smooth, chunk, average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize, itemize,
review, dip into, flip through, browse, glance
into, leaf through, skim, refine, enumerate,

glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat from the
chaff and separate the sheep from the goats.

Intergrating text and graphics graphics in a
TEX--METAPOST environment not only is
thrilling, but also introduced new concepts.
But, looking at this list as composed by E.

Tufte, humans are capable to deal with those.

2

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the
designer of a new system must not only be

the implementer and first large--scale user; the
designer should also write the first user manual.
The separation of any of these four components
would have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not
participated fully in all these activities, literally

hundreds of improvements would never have
been made, because I would never have thought
of them or perceived why they were important.
But a system cannot be successful if it is too

strongly influenced by a single person. Once the
initial design is complete and fairly robust, the
real test begins as people with many different
viewpoints undertake their own experiments.

Wasn’t it Donald Knuth who has said
this? But what system is he talking about?

3

Fancy Graphics

positions and layers
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window
In order to explain the way the Maps bibliography was made, we needed a style to present both a sample and explanation.

This style presents pairs as well as single screens.

title page

• dutch/belgian colors

• menu at the right and bottom

• dutch and english texts

MAPS
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Volumes 1–24, March 2001

publications

keywords

authors

titles

introduction

exit

MAPS
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Volumes 1–24, March 2001

publications

keywords

authors

titles

introduction

exit

title page

• dutch/belgian colors

• menu at the right and bottom

• dutch and english texts

article description

• title lines

• short abstract

• minimal typography

• two menu areas

viewpublications keywords authors titles introduction previous next search exit

The Calculator Demo – Integrating TEX, METAPOST,

JavaScript and PDF

Due to it’s open character, TEX can act as an authoring tool. This article demonstrates that by

integrating TEX, METAPOST, JavaScript and PDF, one can build pretty advanced documents.

More and more documents will get the characteristics of programs, and TEX will be our main

tool for producing them. The example described here can be produced with pdfTEX as well

as traditional TEX.

� METAPOST �

� JavaScript �

� PDF �

� ConTEXt �

� pdfTEX �

� Hans Hagen �

MAPS 20 1998

p 290-296 201 kB

viewpublications keywords authors titles introduction previous next search exit

The Calculator Demo – Integrating TEX, METAPOST,

JavaScript and PDF

Due to it’s open character, TEX can act as an authoring tool. This article demonstrates that by

integrating TEX, METAPOST, JavaScript and PDF, one can build pretty advanced documents.

More and more documents will get the characteristics of programs, and TEX will be our main

tool for producing them. The example described here can be produced with pdfTEX as well

as traditional TEX.

� METAPOST �

� JavaScript �

� PDF �

� ConTEXt �

� pdfTEX �

� Hans Hagen �

MAPS 20 1998

p 290-296 201 kB

article description

• title lines

• short abstract

• minimal typography

• two menu areas

The MAPS Bibliography
from XML to PDF
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grow
This style looks like the previous one, but this time we build up the page. The dimensions of the text window are

determined by the width of the sample window. As with its precursor, this style highly structures your talk.

Symbols

Previous

This symbol can be used to indicate a hyperlink to a

previous page.

Previous

This symbol can be used to indicate a hyperlink to a

previous page.

As one can expect there is also a symbol for going to

the next page.

Previous

This symbol is actually just a mirrored ver-

sion of the first symbol we showed.

Some Famous Symbols
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writing
The Lucida Handwriting font is a pretty good font, and this style is meant to accompany it. The text frame is drawn by

METAPOST using a penshape as are the small symbols that identify items and navigation buttons.

1

What we’re going to discuss

TEX users
The publishers

The readers
Now . . .

TEX and MetaPost
The future authors

The future publishers
The medium

TEX and MetaPost again
The coding
Conclusions

2

TEX users

They are readers as well as authors.

They often like writing.

They have strong opinions on how things should look.

Most of them are not trained in typesetting.

Many of them are pretty well aware of how to save time.

They like to concentrate on writing instead of formatting.

They use TEX because of its quality.

They can easily (and constantly) update their documents.

They want to be (and often operate) at the front of technology.

They don’t know how to convince people to use TEX.

3

The publishers

They used to consider typesetting to be a specialism.

They are no longer primarily driven by content.

They have to change, will change, and are changing.

They want the highest quality for the lowest price.

4

The readers

They more and more buy in WWW-bookstores.

They will start using those dedicated devices soon.

Many of them still want to own books.

They still prefer ‘look and feel’ over ‘bytes’.

They want to see in advance what they buy.

They keep old copies of articles and books.

They will finally get tired of updating.

Are we an endangered species?

(some thoughts and questions)

Hans Hagen
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split
This simple style can be used for relative short presentations with much text per screen. The colors are rather dark in

order to let the text area shine bright.

22

23 23

23 23

23 Matouš 12

lı́bilo. 27Všechno mi bylo předáno
od mého Otce; a nikdo plněs

nepoznávás Syna, jen Otec, ani Ot-
cenikdoplněs nepoznávás, jen Syn
a ten, komu by ho Syn chtěl zje-
vit. 28Pojd’te ke mně všichni, kteřı́
těžces pracujetes a jstep přetı́že-
ni, a já vám dámsf odpočineks.
29Vezměte mé jho na sebe a učte1

se ode mne, nebot’ jsem tichý a
pokorný v srdci; a naleznetef od-
počinutı́ svým dušı́m. 30Vždyt’mé
jho je přı́jemné2 a mé břemeno je
lehké.“

12
1V ten čas šel Ježı́š v so-
botu obilı́m. Jeho učed-

nı́ci dostalis hlads a začali trhat
klasy a jı́st. 2Kdyžs [je] uvidělis fa-
rizeové, řekli mu: „Hle, tvoji učed-
nı́ci dělajı́, co se nesmı́ dělat v
sobotu.“ 3On však jim řekl: „Ne-
četli jste, co udělal David, když
vyhladověl, on i ti, kdo byli s
nı́m? 4Jak vešel do Božı́hoc do-
mu a snědli3 (chleby předloženı́)4 ,
které nesměl jı́st ani on ani ti,

kdo byli s nı́m, ale jen kněžı́?
5Anebo nečetli jste v Zákoně, že o
sobotách kněžı́ v chrámě porušujı́
sobotu, a přece jsou bez viny?
6Pravı́m vám, že zde je někdo vě-
tšı́ než chrám. 7Kdybyste vědělip,
co znamená: ,Milosrdenstvı́ chci,
a ne obět’‘Oz 6,6, neodsoudili bys-
te nevinné. 8Vždyt’ Syn člověka je
pánem soboty.“ 9A kdyžs odtam-
tud odešels, přišel do jejich sy-
nagógy. 10A hle, byl tam člověk,
který měl odumřelou5 ruku. I
otázali se ho: „Je dovoleno v sobo-
tu uzdravovat6 ?“ To proto, aby jej
obžalovali. 11On jim řekl: „(Kdyby
mělf někdo z vás)7 jednu ovci a ta
by mu v sobotu spadla do jámy,
což by ji neuchopilf a nevytáhlf?
12Oč je člověk cennějšı́ než ovce!
Proto je dovoleno v sobotu činit
dobře.“ 13Potom řeklh tomu člo-
věku: „Natáhni svou ruku.“ Natá-
hl ji, a bylas zases vs pořádkus a
zdravá jako ta druhá. 14Farizeové
však vyšli a radili se proti němu,

1 ř.:naučtese; 2nebo:dobré; 3var.: snědl; 4 ř. artoi tésprotheseós,h. lechemhappánı́m,
dosl. ,chléb tváře‘.TytochlebybylypravidelněpředkládánypředB. tvář za12pokolenı́ Izraele;
viz Ex 25,30; Lv 24,5–9. 5 ř.: uschlou; 6 var.: uzdravit; 7 ř.: Kdo bude z vás člověk,
který bude mı́t... 8� nebo: se to dověděl / to poznal; 9� var.: mnozı́; 10� ř.: aby ho
neučinili známým;
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Snapping

Breaking
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lı́bilo. 27Všechno mi bylo předáno
od mého Otce; a nikdo plněs

nepoznávás Syna, jen Otec, ani Ot-
cenikdoplněs nepoznávás, jen Syn
a ten, komu by ho Syn chtěl zje-
vit. 28Pojd’te ke mně všichni, kteřı́
těžces pracujetes a jstep přetı́že-
ni, a já vám dámsf odpočineks.
29Vezměte mé jho na sebe a učte1

se ode mne, nebot’ jsem tichý a
pokorný v srdci; a naleznetef od-
počinutı́ svým dušı́m. 30Vždyt’mé
jho je přı́jemné2 a mé břemeno je
lehké.“

12
1V ten čas šel Ježı́š v so-
botu obilı́m. Jeho učed-

nı́ci dostalis hlads a začali trhat
klasy a jı́st. 2Kdyžs [je] uvidělis fa-
rizeové, řekli mu: „Hle, tvoji učed-
nı́ci dělajı́, co se nesmı́ dělat v
sobotu.“ 3On však jim řekl: „Ne-
četli jste, co udělal David, když
vyhladověl, on i ti, kdo byli s
nı́m? 4Jak vešel do Božı́hoc do-
mu a snědli3 (chleby předloženı́)4 ,
které nesměl jı́st ani on ani ti,

kdo byli s nı́m, ale jen kněžı́?
5Anebo nečetli jste v Zákoně, že o
sobotách kněžı́ v chrámě porušujı́
sobotu, a přece jsou bez viny?
6Pravı́m vám, že zde je někdo vě-
tšı́ než chrám. 7Kdybyste vědělip,
co znamená: ,Milosrdenstvı́ chci,
a ne obět’‘Oz 6,6, neodsoudili bys-
te nevinné. 8Vždyt’ Syn člověka je
pánem soboty.“ 9A kdyžs odtam-
tud odešels, přišel do jejich sy-
nagógy. 10A hle, byl tam člověk,
který měl odumřelou5 ruku. I
otázali se ho: „Je dovoleno v sobo-
tu uzdravovat6 ?“ To proto, aby jej
obžalovali. 11On jim řekl: „(Kdyby
mělf někdo z vás)7 jednu ovci a ta
by mu v sobotu spadla do jámy,
což by ji neuchopilf a nevytáhlf?
12Oč je člověk cennějšı́ než ovce!
Proto je dovoleno v sobotu činit
dobře.“ 13Potom řeklh tomu člo-
věku: „Natáhni svou ruku.“ Natá-
hl ji, a bylas zases vs pořádkus a
zdravá jako ta druhá. 14Farizeové
však vyšli a radili se proti němu,

1 ř.:naučtese; 2nebo:dobré; 3var.: snědl; 4 ř. artoi tésprotheseós,h. lechemhappánı́m,
dosl. ,chléb tváře‘.TytochlebybylypravidelněpředkládánypředB. tvář za12pokolenı́ Izraele;
viz Ex 25,30; Lv 24,5–9. 5 ř.: uschlou; 6 var.: uzdravit; 7 ř.: Kdo bude z vás člověk,
který bude mı́t... 8� nebo: se to dověděl / to poznal; 9� var.: mnozı́; 10� ř.: aby ho
neučinili známým;
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lı́bilo. 27Všechno mi bylo předáno
od mého Otce; a nikdo plněs

nepoznávás Syna, jen Otec, ani Ot-
cenikdoplněs nepoznávás, jen Syn
a ten, komu by ho Syn chtěl zje-
vit. 28Pojd’te ke mně všichni, kteřı́
těžces pracujetes a jstep přetı́že-
ni, a já vám dámsf odpočineks.
29Vezměte mé jho na sebe a učte1

se ode mne, nebot’ jsem tichý a
pokorný v srdci; a naleznetef od-
počinutı́ svým dušı́m. 30Vždyt’mé
jho je přı́jemné2 a mé břemeno je
lehké.“

12
1V ten čas šel Ježı́š v so-
botu obilı́m. Jeho učed-

nı́ci dostalis hlads a začali trhat
klasy a jı́st. 2Kdyžs [je] uvidělis fa-
rizeové, řekli mu: „Hle, tvoji učed-
nı́ci dělajı́, co se nesmı́ dělat v
sobotu.“ 3On však jim řekl: „Ne-
četli jste, co udělal David, když
vyhladověl, on i ti, kdo byli s
nı́m? 4Jak vešel do Božı́hoc do-
mu a snědli3 (chleby předloženı́)4 ,
které nesměl jı́st ani on ani ti,

kdo byli s nı́m, ale jen kněžı́?
5Anebo nečetli jste v Zákoně, že o
sobotách kněžı́ v chrámě porušujı́
sobotu, a přece jsou bez viny?
6Pravı́m vám, že zde je někdo vě-
tšı́ než chrám. 7Kdybyste vědělip,
co znamená: ,Milosrdenstvı́ chci,
a ne obět’‘Oz 6,6, neodsoudili bys-
te nevinné. 8Vždyt’ Syn člověka je
pánem soboty.“ 9A kdyžs odtam-
tud odešels, přišel do jejich sy-
nagógy. 10A hle, byl tam člověk,
který měl odumřelou5 ruku. I
otázali se ho: „Je dovoleno v sobo-
tu uzdravovat6 ?“ To proto, aby jej
obžalovali. 11On jim řekl: „(Kdyby
mělf někdo z vás)7 jednu ovci a ta
by mu v sobotu spadla do jámy,
což by ji neuchopilf a nevytáhlf?
12Oč je člověk cennějšı́ než ovce!
Proto je dovoleno v sobotu činit
dobře.“ 13Potom řeklh tomu člo-
věku: „Natáhni svou ruku.“ Natá-
hl ji, a bylas zases vs pořádkus a
zdravá jako ta druhá. 14Farizeové
však vyšli a radili se proti němu,

1 ř.:naučtese; 2nebo:dobré; 3var.: snědl; 4 ř. artoi tésprotheseós,h. lechemhappánı́m,
dosl. ,chléb tváře‘.TytochlebybylypravidelněpředkládánypředB. tvář za12pokolenı́ Izraele;
viz Ex 25,30; Lv 24,5–9. 5 ř.: uschlou; 6 var.: uzdravit; 7 ř.: Kdo bude z vás člověk,
který bude mı́t... 8� nebo: se to dověděl / to poznal; 9� var.: mnozı́; 10� ř.: aby ho
neučinili známým;
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lı́bilo. 27Všechno mi bylo předáno
od mého Otce; a nikdo plněs

nepoznávás Syna, jen Otec, ani Ot-
cenikdoplněs nepoznávás, jen Syn
a ten, komu by ho Syn chtěl zje-
vit. 28Pojd’te ke mně všichni, kteřı́
těžces pracujetes a jstep přetı́že-
ni, a já vám dámsf odpočineks.
29Vezměte mé jho na sebe a učte1

se ode mne, nebot’ jsem tichý a
pokorný v srdci; a naleznetef od-
počinutı́ svým dušı́m. 30Vždyt’mé
jho je přı́jemné2 a mé břemeno je
lehké.“

12
1V ten čas šel Ježı́š v so-
botu obilı́m. Jeho učed-

nı́ci dostalis hlads a začali trhat
klasy a jı́st. 2Kdyžs [je] uvidělis fa-
rizeové, řekli mu: „Hle, tvoji učed-
nı́ci dělajı́, co se nesmı́ dělat v
sobotu.“ 3On však jim řekl: „Ne-
četli jste, co udělal David, když
vyhladověl, on i ti, kdo byli s
nı́m? 4Jak vešel do Božı́hoc do-
mu a snědli3 (chleby předloženı́)4 ,
které nesměl jı́st ani on ani ti,

kdo byli s nı́m, ale jen kněžı́?
5Anebo nečetli jste v Zákoně, že o
sobotách kněžı́ v chrámě porušujı́
sobotu, a přece jsou bez viny?
6Pravı́m vám, že zde je někdo vě-
tšı́ než chrám. 7Kdybyste vědělip,
co znamená: ,Milosrdenstvı́ chci,
a ne obět’‘Oz 6,6, neodsoudili bys-
te nevinné. 8Vždyt’ Syn člověka je
pánem soboty.“ 9A kdyžs odtam-
tud odešels, přišel do jejich sy-
nagógy. 10A hle, byl tam člověk,
který měl odumřelou5 ruku. I
otázali se ho: „Je dovoleno v sobo-
tu uzdravovat6 ?“ To proto, aby jej
obžalovali. 11On jim řekl: „(Kdyby
mělf někdo z vás)7 jednu ovci a ta
by mu v sobotu spadla do jámy,
což by ji neuchopilf a nevytáhlf?
12Oč je člověk cennějšı́ než ovce!
Proto je dovoleno v sobotu činit
dobře.“ 13Potom řeklh tomu člo-
věku: „Natáhni svou ruku.“ Natá-
hl ji, a bylas zases vs pořádkus a
zdravá jako ta druhá. 14Farizeové
však vyšli a radili se proti němu,

1 ř.:naučtese; 2nebo:dobré; 3var.: snědl; 4 ř. artoi tésprotheseós,h. lechemhappánı́m,
dosl. ,chléb tváře‘.TytochlebybylypravidelněpředkládánypředB. tvář za12pokolenı́ Izraele;
viz Ex 25,30; Lv 24,5–9. 5 ř.: uschlou; 6 var.: uzdravit; 7 ř.: Kdo bude z vás člověk,
který bude mı́t... 8� nebo: se to dověděl / to poznal; 9� var.: mnozı́; 10� ř.: aby ho
neučinili známým;
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balls
This is a special kind of style. You can stepwise build up a statement and present the individual steps as a piecewise

built graphical paragraph. Each statement gets a different color.

The predecessor

ε-TEX provides:

The predecessor

ε-TEX provides:

extensions in the

spirit of Knuth

The predecessor

ε-TEX provides:

extensions in the

spirit of Knuth

more than

256 registers

The predecessor

ε-TEX provides:

extensions in the

spirit of Knuth

more than

256 registers

some low level

optimizations

The Future of NTS

Hans Hagen
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knot
When you are in need of a quick and dirty presentation, this style can be your friend. It provides a minimum of

structure and the scetchy outline add to the hasty job. Given the bit of randomnes, it is also a typical example of a
ConTEXt style.

TEX

We use the word TEX for both a programming language
and a program. The language can be used to describe a

document and its layout.

Both are collected in a so called document source. The
program interprets this source and produces a typeset

version of the document.

Although TEX originates in the beginning of the
eighties, it is

still one of the most powerful tools available for
typesetting complex documents.

Its strength is partly due to the fact that TEX can adapt
itself so easily.

TEX

We use the word TEX for both a programming language and
a program. The language can be used to describe a

document and its layout. Both are collected in a so called
document source. The program interprets this source and

produces a typeset version of the document.

Although TEX originates in the beginning of the eighties, it
is still one of the most powerful tools available for

typesetting complex documents. Its strength is partly due to
the fact that TEX can adapt itself so easily.

MetaPost

This program is derived from MetaFont. Like TEX, both
represent a language and a program. Where MetaFont

produces bitmap font files, MetaPost is strong in non--artistic
graphics.

The graphic capabilities of both programs are limited. One
cannot for instance produce free hand drawings. On the

other hand, MetaPost has analytical capabilities. This means
that we can use the program for those graphics that have a

certain logic in them.

Portable Document Format

Professional printers and raster image processors often have
a built--in capacity to interpret the graphic page description

language PostScript. Its relative PDF, the portable document
format, lacks the language capatibilities, but adds an object

oriented way of describing a document.

Fast (random) access, compression, reuse of information,
and support for annotations like hyperlinks and widgets,

make this self--contained format a good candidate for
distributing documents across hardware architectures and

software platforms.

Definitions

TEX
TEX

MetaPost
Portable Document Format

JavaScript
eXtensible Markup Language

ConTEXt
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organic
This style is more subtle than it looks at first sight. The buttons at the right, adapt themselves to the shape around
the text, which can be a random one. This style was developped in the process of writing the MetaFun manual, and is

described in detail in there. The outline comes in three flavors, one of them being a random shape.

Playground

• authors want control over their text

• designers want to make fancy things

• publishers want to (re)publish content

Playground

Conditions

Observations

Solutions

ConTEXt

close

Conditions

• materials should follow changes in educational programs

• content must be available in many levels and depths

• information is to be reused for formal and job related education

• content should be coded in one source or come from databases

• consistency should be guaranteed within author teams

• workflows should be automated as much as possible

Playground

Conditions

Observations

Solutions

ConTEXt

close

Observations

• 5-10 years ago demands were not that high, and it was not that hard to
beat word processors (zuivering & beheer): TEX permits you to reach a
very high level of abstraction

• today XML is the buzzword, so whatever you produce, it should become
XML some day: since there are more limitations, in a way live has become
much more easier

• (pseudo) standards pop up faster than one can support them: fighting
them will become more and more important

• the publishing world is about to change fast: publishers become brokers
of information (ethiek)

Playground

Conditions

Observations

Solutions

ConTEXt

close

Solutions

• convertable input (steps)

• structured content (examnsrc & examnres)

• high quality output (demo-i & demo-v)

• controlling the process (demo-x & demo-f)

• typesetting on demand (cod.pragma-pod.com)

Playground

Conditions

Observations

Solutions

ConTEXt

close

Educational Typesetting

Hans Hagen, GUT 2001

Playground

Conditions

Observations

Solutions

ConTEXt

close
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cycle
This style was used at tug 2000 to introduce the pdfTEX related talks. It cycles through the topics and summaries by

moving them to the front one by one.

Hans Hagen

What is PDF

For long DVI was TEX’s native output

format. This format can be converted to

for instance POSTSCRIPT or PDF. The later

format has the advantage that fonts and

graphics are embedded which make the file

portable across platforms. We start this day

with a short explanation of what PDF is.

Sebastian Rahtz

The history of PDFTEX

The PDFTEX project started . . . years ago. In

its current incarnation, this programs is rather

stable and mature. However, it took quite

some development, discussion and testing,

and the PDFTEX mailing list has played an

important role in this. In this regard, this

project can be considered one of the most

innovative TEX related activities of the end of

the previous century. How did it all evolve?

Erik Frambach

Fonts in PDFTEX

Since PDFTEX provides its own backend,

it also has to deal with font inclusion.

PDFTEX supports type 1 as well as truetype

and bitmap fonts. Some can be included

directly, others needs special treatment.

Fonts can be embedded completely,

partially, or not at all. Also, users have

to set up some map files. Although

font support is rather straightforward,

some basic knowledge can be handy.

Hàn Thế Thành

How PDFTEX can improve your pages

It may have gone unnoticed to many happy users, but

one of the main reasons for developing PDFTEX was

the wish to improve the visual appearance of the page.

The current nature of TEX The Program, limits this

improvement to the individual paragraphs and pages.

Currently PDFTEX provides several methods to improve

the look and feel of a page. Systematic experiments and

research were the basis for the evolution of PDFTEX.

Hans Hagen

Graphics in PDFTEX

A consequence of being its own backend,

is that PDFTEX must include graphics

itself. PDFTEX supports the PDF, JPG, PNG

and METAPOST graphic formats. EPS

graphics can be converted to PDF. Because

PDFTEX gives you access to low level

PDF, it can also support dual resolution

graphics. When embedding graphics

one has to consider resolution and color.

Ed Cashin

PDFTEX in a workflow

Since PDF is one of the major file formats,

PDFTEX is a good candidate for acting as a

backend in processing data. How does that

work, and what is needed to get it working.

Hans Hagen

Going beyond static documents

The last few years, the world of documents has changed

drastically. Color has become natural on the desktop and

screen documents go beyond their static counterparts.

One way to enhance documents is to use advanced

hyperlink tricks. A more drastic deviation from traditional

documents is embedding program code, like JAVASCRIPT.

One can use this scripting language to provide comfortable

navigation and intelligence to documents. PDFTEX provided

the hooks to embed such scripts into the document. In a

similar way, one can use PDFTEX to make advanced forms.

Ed Cashin

Setting up PDFTEX

Since PDFTEX is a all--in--one tool, the TEX user no

longer has to deal with a multi--stage source to paper

process. Installation is not that complicated, but there

a few thing you should know a about the configuration.

Berend de Boer

Postprocessing PDF

It is not uncommon to postprocess the files

produced by TEX, for instance making A5

booklets out of A4 documents. Since PDFTEX

can process PDF graphics, it can do its own

advanced postprocessing, sometimes going

far beyond what’s common in the TEX world.

Another kind of postprocessing involves

converting PDF into a textual format.

An example of this application is an

experimental utility that converts TEX

into HTML in a rather natural way.

The history of PDFTEX

The PDFTEX project started . . . years ago. In

its current incarnation, this programs is rather

stable and mature. However, it took quite

some development, discussion and testing,

and the PDFTEX mailing list has played an

important role in this. In this regard, this

project can be considered one of the most

innovative TEX related activities of the end of

the previous century. How did it all evolve?

Sebastian Rahtz

Hans Hagen

What is PDF

For long DVI was TEX’s native output

format. This format can be converted to

for instance POSTSCRIPT or PDF. The later

format has the advantage that fonts and

graphics are embedded which make the file

portable across platforms. We start this day

with a short explanation of what PDF is.

Sebastian Rahtz

The history of PDFTEX

The PDFTEX project started . . . years ago. In

its current incarnation, this programs is rather

stable and mature. However, it took quite

some development, discussion and testing,

and the PDFTEX mailing list has played an

important role in this. In this regard, this

project can be considered one of the most

innovative TEX related activities of the end of

the previous century. How did it all evolve?

Erik Frambach

Fonts in PDFTEX

Since PDFTEX provides its own backend,

it also has to deal with font inclusion.

PDFTEX supports type 1 as well as truetype

and bitmap fonts. Some can be included

directly, others needs special treatment.

Fonts can be embedded completely,

partially, or not at all. Also, users have

to set up some map files. Although

font support is rather straightforward,

some basic knowledge can be handy.

Hàn Thế Thành

How PDFTEX can improve your pages

It may have gone unnoticed to many happy users, but

one of the main reasons for developing PDFTEX was

the wish to improve the visual appearance of the page.

The current nature of TEX The Program, limits this

improvement to the individual paragraphs and pages.

Currently PDFTEX provides several methods to improve

the look and feel of a page. Systematic experiments and

research were the basis for the evolution of PDFTEX.

Hans Hagen

Graphics in PDFTEX

A consequence of being its own backend,

is that PDFTEX must include graphics

itself. PDFTEX supports the PDF, JPG, PNG

and METAPOST graphic formats. EPS

graphics can be converted to PDF. Because

PDFTEX gives you access to low level

PDF, it can also support dual resolution

graphics. When embedding graphics

one has to consider resolution and color.

Ed Cashin

PDFTEX in a workflow

Since PDF is one of the major file formats,

PDFTEX is a good candidate for acting as a

backend in processing data. How does that

work, and what is needed to get it working.

Hans Hagen

Going beyond static documents

The last few years, the world of documents has changed

drastically. Color has become natural on the desktop and

screen documents go beyond their static counterparts.

One way to enhance documents is to use advanced

hyperlink tricks. A more drastic deviation from traditional

documents is embedding program code, like JAVASCRIPT.

One can use this scripting language to provide comfortable

navigation and intelligence to documents. PDFTEX provided

the hooks to embed such scripts into the document. In a

similar way, one can use PDFTEX to make advanced forms.

Ed Cashin

Setting up PDFTEX

Since PDFTEX is a all--in--one tool, the TEX user no

longer has to deal with a multi--stage source to paper

process. Installation is not that complicated, but there

a few thing you should know a about the configuration.

Berend de Boer

Postprocessing PDF

It is not uncommon to postprocess the files

produced by TEX, for instance making A5

booklets out of A4 documents. Since PDFTEX

can process PDF graphics, it can do its own

advanced postprocessing, sometimes going

far beyond what’s common in the TEX world.

Another kind of postprocessing involves

converting PDF into a textual format.

An example of this application is an

experimental utility that converts TEX

into HTML in a rather natural way.

Fonts in PDFTEX

Since PDFTEX provides its own backend,

it also has to deal with font inclusion.

PDFTEX supports type 1 as well as truetype

and bitmap fonts. Some can be included

directly, others needs special treatment.

Fonts can be embedded completely,

partially, or not at all. Also, users have

to set up some map files. Although

font support is rather straightforward,

some basic knowledge can be handy.

Erik Frambach
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What is PDF

For long DVI was TEX’s native output

format. This format can be converted to

for instance POSTSCRIPT or PDF. The later

format has the advantage that fonts and

graphics are embedded which make the file

portable across platforms. We start this day

with a short explanation of what PDF is.

Sebastian Rahtz

The history of PDFTEX

The PDFTEX project started . . . years ago. In

its current incarnation, this programs is rather

stable and mature. However, it took quite

some development, discussion and testing,

and the PDFTEX mailing list has played an

important role in this. In this regard, this

project can be considered one of the most

innovative TEX related activities of the end of

the previous century. How did it all evolve?

Erik Frambach

Fonts in PDFTEX

Since PDFTEX provides its own backend,

it also has to deal with font inclusion.

PDFTEX supports type 1 as well as truetype

and bitmap fonts. Some can be included

directly, others needs special treatment.

Fonts can be embedded completely,

partially, or not at all. Also, users have

to set up some map files. Although

font support is rather straightforward,

some basic knowledge can be handy.

Hàn Thế Thành

How PDFTEX can improve your pages

It may have gone unnoticed to many happy users, but

one of the main reasons for developing PDFTEX was

the wish to improve the visual appearance of the page.

The current nature of TEX The Program, limits this

improvement to the individual paragraphs and pages.

Currently PDFTEX provides several methods to improve

the look and feel of a page. Systematic experiments and

research were the basis for the evolution of PDFTEX.

Hans Hagen

Graphics in PDFTEX

A consequence of being its own backend,

is that PDFTEX must include graphics

itself. PDFTEX supports the PDF, JPG, PNG

and METAPOST graphic formats. EPS

graphics can be converted to PDF. Because

PDFTEX gives you access to low level

PDF, it can also support dual resolution

graphics. When embedding graphics

one has to consider resolution and color.

Ed Cashin

PDFTEX in a workflow

Since PDF is one of the major file formats,

PDFTEX is a good candidate for acting as a

backend in processing data. How does that

work, and what is needed to get it working.

Hans Hagen

Going beyond static documents

The last few years, the world of documents has changed

drastically. Color has become natural on the desktop and

screen documents go beyond their static counterparts.

One way to enhance documents is to use advanced

hyperlink tricks. A more drastic deviation from traditional

documents is embedding program code, like JAVASCRIPT.

One can use this scripting language to provide comfortable

navigation and intelligence to documents. PDFTEX provided

the hooks to embed such scripts into the document. In a

similar way, one can use PDFTEX to make advanced forms.

Ed Cashin

Setting up PDFTEX

Since PDFTEX is a all--in--one tool, the TEX user no

longer has to deal with a multi--stage source to paper

process. Installation is not that complicated, but there

a few thing you should know a about the configuration.

Berend de Boer

Postprocessing PDF

It is not uncommon to postprocess the files

produced by TEX, for instance making A5

booklets out of A4 documents. Since PDFTEX

can process PDF graphics, it can do its own

advanced postprocessing, sometimes going

far beyond what’s common in the TEX world.

Another kind of postprocessing involves

converting PDF into a textual format.

An example of this application is an

experimental utility that converts TEX

into HTML in a rather natural way.
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What is PDF

For long DVI was TEX’s native output

format. This format can be converted to

for instance POSTSCRIPT or PDF. The later

format has the advantage that fonts and

graphics are embedded which make the file

portable across platforms. We start this day

with a short explanation of what PDF is.

Sebastian Rahtz

The history of PDFTEX

The PDFTEX project started . . . years ago. In

its current incarnation, this programs is rather

stable and mature. However, it took quite

some development, discussion and testing,

and the PDFTEX mailing list has played an

important role in this. In this regard, this

project can be considered one of the most

innovative TEX related activities of the end of

the previous century. How did it all evolve?
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speckle
Sometimes a presentation is just a bunch of quotes. In that case this presentation style can be used to put them

upfront. Each quote (or summary) is added to the previous page. By clicking on a quote one can go back to the page
were it was presented. At the bottom we present the title.

Alpha

A simple and not too long text just to

show the idea. A simple and not too long

text just to show the idea. A simple and

not too long text just to show the idea.

A simple and not too long text just to

show the idea. A simple and not too long

text just to show the idea. A simple and

not too long text just to show the idea.

Alpha

Alpha

A simple and not too long text just to

show the idea. A simple and not too long

text just to show the idea. A simple and

not too long text just to show the idea.

Beta and Gamma

A simple and not too long text just

to show the idea. A simple and not

too long text just to show the idea.

A simple and not too long text just

to show the idea. A simple and not

too long text just to show the idea.

Beta and Gamma

Alpha

A simple and not too long text just to

show the idea. A simple and not too long

text just to show the idea. A simple and

not too long text just to show the idea.

Beta and Gamma

A simple and not too long text just

to show the idea. A simple and not

too long text just to show the idea.

Delta

A simple and not too long

text just to show the idea.

A simple and not too long

text just to show the idea.

Delta

Alpha

A simple and not too long text just to

show the idea. A simple and not too long

text just to show the idea. A simple and

not too long text just to show the idea.

Beta and Gamma

A simple and not too long text just

to show the idea. A simple and not

too long text just to show the idea.

Delta

A simple and not too long

text just to show the idea.

Epsilon

A simple and not too long text just to

show the idea. A simple and not too long

text just to show the idea. A simple and

not too long text just to show the idea.

A simple and not too long text just to

show the idea. A simple and not too long

text just to show the idea. A simple and

not too long text just to show the idea.

Epsilon

Something

Very Important

August 2000

Something

Very Important

August 2000
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more
This is another example of a style that stepwise builds up a screen. We cycle though the corners of the page with

slightly random windows. It’s one of my favourites.

The ConTEXt Test Quotes

August 7, 2001

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our
marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, single
out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce, boil down,
choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate, distinguish,
screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort, integrate, blend, in-
spect, filter, lump, skip, smooth, chunk , average, approx-
imate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize, itemize,
review, dip into, flip through, browse, glance into, leaf
through, skim, refine, enumerate, glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the chaff and separate the sheep
from the goats.

— tufte —
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now the wheat from the chaff and separate the sheep
from the goats.

— tufte —

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a new
system must not only be the implementer and first large--
scale user; the designer should also write the first user
manual.

The separation of any of these four components would have
hurt TEX significantly. If I had not participated fully in
all these activities, literally hundreds of improvements
would never have been made, because I would never have
thought of them or perceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too strongly
influenced by a single person. Once the initial design is
complete and fairly robust, the real test begins as peo-
ple with many different viewpoints undertake their own
experiments.

— knuth —
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all these activities, literally hundreds of improvements
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But a system cannot be successful if it is too strongly
influenced by a single person. Once the initial design is
complete and fairly robust, the real test begins as peo-
ple with many different viewpoints undertake their own
experiments.

— knuth —
Coming back to the use of typefaces in electronic publishing:
many of the new typographers receive their knowledge and
information about the rules of typography from books, from
computer magazines or the instruction manuals which they
get with the purchase of a PC or software. There is not so
much basic instruction, as of now, as there was in the old days,
showing the differences between good and bad typographic
design. Many people are just fascinated by their PC’s tricks,
and think that a widely--praised program, called up on the
screen, will make everything automatic from now on.

— zapf —
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Donald Knuth has spent the past several years working on a
system allowing him to control many aspects of the design of
his forthcoming books—from the typesetting and layout down
to the very shapes of the letters! Seldom has an author had
anything remotely like this power to control the final appear-
ance of his or her work. Knuth’s TEX typesetting system has
become well--known and available in many countries around
the world. By contrast, his METAFONT system for design-
ing families of typefaces has not become as well known or
available.

In his article “The Concept of a Meta--Font”, Knuth sets forth
for the first time the underlying philosophy of METAFONT,
as well as some of its products. Not only is the concept
exiting and clearly well executed, but in my opinion the article
is charmingly written as well. However, despite my overall
enthusiasm for Knuth’s idea and article, there are some points
in it that I feel might be taken wrongly by many readers, and
since they are points that touch close to my deepest interests
in artificial intelligence and esthetic theory, I felt compelled to
make some comments to clarify certain important issues raised
by “The Concept of a Meta--Font”.

— douglas —

The ConTEXt Test Quotes

August 7, 2001
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The ConTEXt Story

a quick tour

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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The next . . . minutes

What output do we want

What input do we prefer

What TEX do we run

What system do we use

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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What output do we want

• high quality paper output

− one input — multiple out-

put

− high level of abstraction

• optimal screen output

− high quality typography − dedicated navigation

• some examples

− local references

− intelligent menus

− text as program

− lots of graphics

− screen and paper

− multiple faces

− simple but effective

− lists and indexes

− cross linked source

− typical TEX

− program as text

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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What input do we prefer

• highly structured ASCII

• medium neutral coding

• this file

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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What TEX do we run

• DVI output

− dvi generation

− dvi viewing

• PDF output

− pdf generation

− pdf viewing GhostScript

− pdf viewer Acrobat

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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What system do we use

Starting point

Pitfalls

Structure

Typography

Navigation

User interface

Environment

Resources

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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Starting point

• typographic tradition

• eternal use

• optimal navigation

• future media

• new visions

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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Pitfalls

• structure

• fonts

• graphics

• compression

• portability

• searching

• interactivity

• quality

• flexibility

• protection

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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Structure

• multiple layouts

• reordening of data

• degrees of freedom

• easy maintainance

• fill-in forms

• JavaScript

• sound and video

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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Typography

• nature (text, math, chem)

• character

• fragmentation

• floating bodies

• adaptive layout

• number substitutes

• enhanced pagebody

• color and backgrounds

• integrated METAPOST graphics

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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Navigation

• extensive sectioning

• local/global referencing

• (long) cross references

• (linked) indexes

• (linked) lists

• navigation bars

• subpaging

• menus and buttons

• intelligence

• parallelism

• reader profiles

• version control

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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User interface

• parameter driven

• project organisation

• multi lingual

• minimal hacking needed

• hooks into main routines

• object oriented structure

• selective processing

• isolated specials

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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Environment

• programs

− web2c, emtex, yandytex, pdftex

− dvipsone, GhostView, Distiller, Reader

− TEXEdit

• formats

− Plain TEX

− ConTEXt

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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Resources

• documentation

• examples

• www.ntg.nl/context

• ntg-context@ntg.nl

• task force (Gilbert, Hans, Taco, Tobias)

What output do . . .

What input do . . .

What TEX do . . .

What system . . .
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Meta Graphics

fun for non--wizzards

a demonstration

What I will discuss

Including MetaPost code

Defining a Meta--Graphic

Reusing a graphic

Hooking into TEX

Communicating color

Color conversion

Graphic conversion / pdfTEX

Graphic conversion / dviVIEW

Preambles

Tricky runs

Logos

More logos

PICTEX replacement

Inline graphics

Symbol sets

Movies and animations

Covers and fun

Charts

Including MetaPost code

\startMPgraphic

path p ;

p := fullcircle scaled 100 ;

fill p withcolor .5white ;

draw p withcolor .3white withpen pencircle scaled 10 ;

path p ;

\loadcurrentMPgraphic

\placeMPgraphic

\end

Defining a Meta--Graphic

\startuseMPgraphic{circle}

path p ;

p := fullcircle scaled 100 ;

fill p withcolor .5white ;

draw p withcolor .3white withpen pencircle scaled 10 ;

path p ;

\hbox

{\useMPgraphic{circle}

\useMPgraphic{circle}

\useMPgraphic{circle}}

\end

Reusing a graphic

\startreusableMPgraphic{circle}

path p ;

p := fullcircle scaled 100 ;

fill p withcolor .5white ;

draw p withcolor .3white withpen pencircle scaled 10 ;

path p ;

\hbox

{\reuseMPgraphic{circle}

\reuseMPgraphic{circle}

\reuseMPgraphic{circle}}

\end

Hooking into TEX

\def\Elipse#1%

{\startMPgraphic

path p ;

p := fullcircle xscaled (#1*100) yscaled 100;

fill p withcolor .5white ;

draw p withcolor .3white withpen pencircle scaled 10 ;

path p ;

\loadcurrentMPgraphic

\placeMPgraphic}

\hbox {\Elipse{0.4} \Elipse{0.8} \Elipse{1.5}}

\end

Communicating color

\setupcolors[state=start]

\definecolor [one] [r=.3,g=.6,b=.1]

\definecolor [two] [c=.4,m=.1,y=.5]

\def\Elipse#1#2#3%

{\startMPgraphic

path p ;

p := fullcircle xscaled (#1*100) yscaled 100;

fill p withcolor \MPcolor{#2} ;

draw p withcolor \MPcolor{#3} withpen pencircle scaled 10 ;

path p ;

\loadcurrentMPgraphic

\placeMPgraphic}

\hbox {\Elipse{0.7}{two}{one} \Elipse{1.2}{one}{two}}

\end

Color conversion

\setupcolors[state=stop]

\definecolor [one] [r=.3,g=.6,b=.1]

\definecolor [two] [c=.4,m=.1,y=.5]

\def\Elipse#1#2#3%

{\startMPgraphic

path p ;

p := fullcircle xscaled (#1*100) yscaled 100;

fill p withcolor \MPcolor{#2} ;

draw p withcolor \MPcolor{#3} withpen pencircle scaled 10 ;

path p ;

\loadcurrentMPgraphic

\placeMPgraphic}

\hbox {\Elipse{0.7}{two}{one} \Elipse{1.2}{one}{two}}

\end

Graphic conversion / pdfTEX

\setupoutput[pdftex] \setupcolors[state=start]

\definecolor [one] [r=.3,g=.6,b=.1]

\definecolor [two] [c=.4,m=.1,y=.5]

\def\Elipse#1#2#3%

{\startMPgraphic

path p ;

p := fullcircle xscaled (#1*100) yscaled 100;

fill p withcolor \MPcolor{#2} ;

draw p withcolor \MPcolor{#3} withpen pencircle scaled 10 ;

path p ;

\loadcurrentMPgraphic

\placeMPgraphic}

\Elipse{0.85}{one}{two}

\end

Graphic conversion / dviVIEW

\setupcolors[state=start]

\definecolor [one] [r=.3,g=.6,b=.1]

\definecolor [two] [c=.4,m=.1,y=.5]

\def\Elipse#1#2#3%

{\startMPgraphic

path p ;

p := fullcircle xscaled (#1*100) yscaled 100;

fill p withcolor \MPcolor{#2} ;

draw p withcolor \MPcolor{#3} withpen pencircle scaled 10 ;

path p ;

\loadcurrentMPgraphic

\placeMPgraphic}

\Elipse{0.35}{one}{two}

\end

Preambles

\setupcolors[state=start]

\startMPinclusions input mp-tool \stopMPinclusions

\startMPgraphic

stripe_path_n (dashed evenly withcolor blue) (filldraw)

fullcircle xscaled 200 yscaled 80 shifted (50,50)

withpen pencircle scaled 4 ;

stripe_path_a (withpen pencircle scaled 2 withcolor red) (draw)

fullcircle xscaled 300 yscaled 120

withcolor blue ;

\stopMPgraphic

\loadcurrentMPgraphic

\placeMPgraphic

\end

Tricky runs

\startMPrun

logo_type := 212 ;

mpgraph := 212 ;

input mp-prag ;

\stopMPrun

\externalfigure[mprun.212][height=3cm]

Logos

1

2

3

4

5 6 7 8

More logos
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Compound A

PICTEX replacement

\usemodule[pictex,chemic]

\startchemical[scale=small,width=6000,top=3000,bottom=3000]

\chemical[SIX,SB2356,DB14,Z2346,SR3,RZ3,-SR6,+SR6,-RZ6,+RZ6]

[C,N,C,C,H,H,H]

\chemical[PB:Z1,ONE,Z0,DIR8,Z0,SB24,DB7,Z27,PE][C,C,CH_3,O]

\chemical[PB:Z5,ONE,Z0,DIR6,Z0,SB24,DB7,Z47,PE][C,C,H_3C,O]

\chemical[SR24,RZ24][CH_3,H_3C]

\bottext{Compound A}

\stopchemical

\end

Inline graphics

system % n 8

Atari 10.4

MSDOS 49.1

OS/2 9.4

MacOS 5.7

UNIX 51.9

WINDOWS 64.2

Symbol sets

\usesymbols[tst] \showsymbolset[navigation 3][n=4]

previouspage nextpage firstpage lastpage

PreviousJump NextJump CloseDocument PauseMovie

É É

previoussubpage

Ê Ê

nextsubpage

Ë Ë

firstsubpage

Ì Ì

lastsubpage

\startsymbolset [navigation 3]

\definefiguresymbol [....] [mp-symb.1]

\definefiguresymbol [....] [mp-symb.9]

\stopsymbolset
Movies and animations

We can use METAPOST to generate a sequence of slightly different pictures, that

are first converted to bitmaps and next combined into a movie.

Figure 16.1 Just a movie.

Covers and fun

\useexternalfigure

[whatever][mp.100]

[width=\overlaywidth,height=\overlayheight]

\defineoverlay

[identifier]

[{\externalfigure[whatever]}]

\setupbackgrounds

[page]

[background=identifier]
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min

max
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–x random pi e dup exit info

new +m –m mem grow

Wij wensen u een jaar zonder kopzorgen toe!
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Charts

\startFLOWchart[process]

\startFLOWcell

\name {database}

\location {1,1}

\shape {action}

\text {database}

\connection [bt] {source}

\stopFLOWcell

...

\stopFLOWchart

database SGML

TEX

DVI POSTSCRIPT PDF

text

TEX document

(optional)
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More than text alone

• graphics

• navigation

• fields

• intelligence

The calculator demo

Combining TEX, METAPOST, PDF and JAVASCRIPT.

Just a few examples

• in--line fill--in fields

• parents, children, clones and copies

• field characteristics

• entering TEX text

• all kinds of fields

• advanced references

• popping up information

• and some more

• figures and fields

• and more of those

Some new concepts

• reusing objects

• selective inclusion

• one pass dilemma

• generating datastructures

Advanced referencing

Just some alternatives,

\goto[reference]

\goto[outer reference::]

\goto[outer reference::inner reference]

\goto[operation(argument)]

\goto[operation(action{argument,argument})]

\goto[action]

\goto[action{argument}]

· · · chained or not.
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The Future
of Documents

Some thoughts . . .

The current state of documents
The future state of documents

The current state of typesetting
The future state of typesetting

Managing data and authoring content
But . . .
So . . .

The current state of documents

I paper

H wandering eyes

H you see what you buy

H eternal rewarding

H a pleasure to see

H crap for the bin

I screen

H typeset on forehand

H typeset on the fly

I complete free format

I reasonable constraints

The future state of documents

I paper

H only those that deserve paper

H when circumstances force

I non--paper

H holographic projection

H direct nerval download

H hi--res ‘screens’

H dedicated life long pads

H digital paper

The current state of typesetting

I made up by hand

I made up in batch

I keyed / scanned in

I generated on the fly

The future state of typesetting

I typesetting on demand

I intuitive authoring

I eternal reuse

I clever searching

Managing data and authoring content

I what you think is what is stored

I what you think is what you get

I integrity testing / indexing

I author / user / design driven

I paid for giving and using

I personal storage / retreival

But . . .

I there is nothing decent yet around

I we must make the best of it

So . . .

I why are we doing these things

I how to deal with the sad feeling

I do we want to live with those temporary hacks

I will / can we play a role in this

I when will the real genius stand up
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Documents

some thoughts

Today

• paper

− instant impressions

− you see what you buy

− can be a pleasure to see

− more and more crap

• screen

− typeset on forehand

− typeset on the fly

? complete free format

? reasonable constraints

Today

Tomorrow

Make--up

Targets

Some Day

But . . .

Close

Tomorrow

• papier

− only those that deserve paper

− when circumstances force

• non--paper

− hi--res ‘screens’

− dedicated life long pads

− digital paper

− holographic projection

− direct nerval download

Today

Tomorrow

Make--up

Targets

Some Day

But . . .

Close

Make--up

• made up by hand

• made up automatically

• keyed and/or scanned in

• generated on the fly

Today

Tomorrow

Make--up

Targets

Some Day

But . . .

Close

Targets

• intuitive authoring

• typesetting on demand

• eternal reuse

• clever searching

Today

Tomorrow

Make--up

Targets

Some Day

But . . .

Close

Some Day

• thinking documents and content

• what you think is what’s get stored

• what you think is what you get

• integrity testing / indexing

• author / user / design driven

• give and take, paid for or not

• personal life--long storage and retreival

Today

Tomorrow

Make--up

Targets

Some Day

But . . .

Close

But . . .

• there is nothing decent yet around

• we must make the best of it

• what role can TEX play

Today

Tomorrow

Make--up

Targets

Some Day

But . . .

Close
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OOOQuit

Think before you code

OOOQuit

Topics

• document structure

• data abstraction

• optimal typography

• potential complications OOOQuit

Document structure

• provide non traditional sectioning

• use name spaced cross references

• tables of contents must be able to adapt themselves��

• anything can and will be reused��

• many things can become a marginal, foot- or endnote��

• anything goes into headers, footers and statusinfo��

• there are more uses than we can think of OOOQuit

Data abstraction

• think of future demands and tools

• there is a difference between local and global data

• never code something more than once��

• force consistency by using abbreviations and alike

• avoid hard coded names in changing documents�� OOOQuit

Optimal typography

• it’s in the small points, never compromise on forehand��

• tables can be typeset differently, flows can come back��

• math, physical units and chemicals are not the same

• languages have different demands and conventions

• we seldom know in advance what it will look��

OOOQuit

Potential complications

• lack of structure and consistancy

• input, output and glyph encodings, forms and searching

• use of periods, capitals, quotes and spaces��
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Columns and Grids

Overall Appearance

Embedded Graphics

Layers in Text

Do we need NTS?

First of all we want our columns

to be perfectly balanced.

This is trivial for pure text,

but imagine lots of white

space, like display math.

Columns and Grids

We want floats to be moved to

the best available location. Of

course we want floats to span

more than one column, and

even spanning one and a halve

column with a text flowing around

the figure should be possible.

Columns and Grids

In double sided output, we

want lines to align on the

opposing pages (spread). When

we hold the paper towards

a bright source of light, we

want the lines to align too.

Columns and Grids

We definitely don’t want to end up

with a few lines or words on the

last page. Why not apply a small

percentage of glyph scaling in

such a way that we get full pages?

Of course we will need more than

paragraph and page optimization

for this: we are dealing with

the document as a whole.

Columns and Grids

Columns may differ in width.

Think of two columns, spanning

one third and two thirds of a

page. In the middle of such

two columns we will want to

typeset an illustration, and the

text should follow the circular

shape of this illustration.

Columns and Grids

Talking of illustrations,

instead of being something

with fixed dimensions, the

scale may be adapted, of

course consistently, to suit the

overall document appearance

(grid, spread, and more).

Columns and Grids

Are you still thinking from left

to right? Text can go in all

directions, and will be mixed

too. The width of columns

may change in the meantime.

Anyone who has seen traditional

jewish religion documents, will

see the challenge in nested

columns with (foot)notes

flowing around partial columns.

Columns and Grids

A case study of columns.

Columns and Grids

Typesetting is more than

manipulating metrics. Don’t

we need a typesetting system

that looks at the glyphs

themselves, the small graphics?

Overall Appearance

People tend to disagree on what

looks best, but experts often agree

on what looks worse. Why not

build in expert knowledge, or

even better, build a system that

learns from the user’s rating?

Overall Appearance

How is greyness calculated? Does

nts act upon the internal lists of

glyphs, or does it first build a

bitmap? At least then it knows

how the pages comes out. Is the

validation a function of an output

device? Will the shape of glyphs

depends on the rating? Will TEX

and METAFONT become one?

Overall Appearance

Is, in validating the appearance,

a model of the page needed, in

terms of meaningful areas? If so,

how is such a model defined? Do

we need pattern recognition?

Overall Appearance

nts needs a graphics engine, or

maybe even several. Models for

exchange of information between

processes dealing with pure

typesetting and drawing shapes

need to be developed. Such

mechanisms should cooperate

naturally with the paragraph

and page breaking as well.

Embedded Graphics

Typesetting along curves,

turning shapes into outlines,

and applying arbitrary filling

and shading, it all makes sense.

Embedded Graphics

TEX is strong in math, but how

about (bio)chemistry? Although

satisfactorily results can be

reached, more is needed. Haven’t

we all seen documents that

made us wonder how to typeset

that in TEX? Lots of thinking

needs to go into that area.

Embedded Graphics

For some languages pasting

together glyphs is not enough.

Actually drawing glyphs, or even

better: words or sentences can be

an alternative. Even emotions can

make it into typeset text. Strong

handwriting oriented graphics

has to meet expressive coding.

Embedded Graphics

Some examples of

embedding graphics.

Embedded Graphics

First of all, the new system

needs some more understanding

about the typeset text.

Support for Unicode, unified

glyph names is mandate.

Layers in Text

When searching through a

document, some knowlegde on

what in language the text we’re

dealing with makes sense. Not

only the (many) language(s) of a

text, but the direction also plays

a role. Complicated ligatures

should be recognized properly.

Layers in Text

In more dynamic documents,

like fill--in--forms, interaction

with a typesetting engine is not a

luxury, especially not in european

and eastern languages. nts

can be such a plug in, but the

document itself should contain

the information needed to let nts

to do its task. A document is

more than a collection of graphics

and glyphs, and typesetting

more than organizing those.

Layers in Text

As pdfTEX already demonstrates,

using TEX to embed typeset

information like pop--up--help and

tool tips is a breeze. Although

heavily dependent of features of

viewers, nts will benefit from a

decent model of layers on which

we typeset as well as concepts

of information hidden in the

output but showing up at wish.

Layers in Text
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Fancy Graphics

positions and layers

Zaagh, of Steek--zaagh Domme--kraght Mokers
Yzere Wiggen Brandt--yzer Hout--haak
Spaander--haak Een Klaas Jacobzen Tange
Nagel--hamer Wigge Oor--houten
Kluften Hellen Steven--haken
Hevels en Klein--touwen Een Koe--voet Schot--bouten
Yzere ram Avegaar Een houte Ram
Een groote Wigge Teer--ketel Slyp--steen
Een Mal Rye Hout--bok
Schraagh Vlotten Een Slee
Dwars--slee Kaap--stander Bytels
Klavaats--hamer Rabat--yzer Klavaats--yzer
Spyker--yzer Werk--bytel Duim--stok
Schraper Een Moker Spyker--hamertje
Een Roffel Gerf--schaaf Odief
Ploegen Handt--zaagh Klamp--spykers--boor
tien duims Boor Dissel Byl

This list is derived from ‘De Materie’,
a musical composition of Louis

Andriessen. Long ago, the instruments
listed here were used in ship--building.

1

We thrive in information--thick worlds because
of our marvelous and everyday capacity to
select, edit, single out, structure, highlight,
group, pair, merge, harmonize, synthesize,

focus, organize, condense, reduce, boil down,
choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, abstract,

scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate,
distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over,
sort, integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump,

skip, smooth, chunk, average, approximate,
cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize, itemize,
review, dip into, flip through, browse, glance
into, leaf through, skim, refine, enumerate,

glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat from the
chaff and separate the sheep from the goats.

Intergrating text and graphics graphics in a
TEX--METAPOST environment not only is
thrilling, but also introduced new concepts.
But, looking at this list as composed by E.

Tufte, humans are capable to deal with those.

2

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the
designer of a new system must not only be

the implementer and first large--scale user; the
designer should also write the first user manual.
The separation of any of these four components
would have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not
participated fully in all these activities, literally

hundreds of improvements would never have
been made, because I would never have thought
of them or perceived why they were important.
But a system cannot be successful if it is too

strongly influenced by a single person. Once the
initial design is complete and fairly robust, the
real test begins as people with many different
viewpoints undertake their own experiments.

Wasn’t it Donald Knuth who has said
this? But what system is he talking about?

3
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The MAPS Bibliography
from XML to PDF

title page

• dutch/belgian colors

• menu at the right and bottom

• dutch and english texts

MAPS
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Volumes 1–24, March 2001

publications

keywords

authors

titles

introduction

exit

MAPS
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Volumes 1–24, March 2001

publications

keywords

authors

titles

introduction

exit

title page

• dutch/belgian colors

• menu at the right and bottom

• dutch and english texts

article description

• title lines

• short abstract

• minimal typography

• two menu areas

viewpublications keywords authors titles introduction previous next search exit

The Calculator Demo – Integrating TEX, METAPOST,

JavaScript and PDF

Due to it’s open character, TEX can act as an authoring tool. This article demonstrates that by

integrating TEX, METAPOST, JavaScript and PDF, one can build pretty advanced documents.

More and more documents will get the characteristics of programs, and TEX will be our main

tool for producing them. The example described here can be produced with pdfTEX as well

as traditional TEX.

� METAPOST �

� JavaScript �

� PDF �

� ConTEXt �

� pdfTEX �

� Hans Hagen �

MAPS 20 1998

p 290-296 201 kB

viewpublications keywords authors titles introduction previous next search exit

The Calculator Demo – Integrating TEX, METAPOST,

JavaScript and PDF

Due to it’s open character, TEX can act as an authoring tool. This article demonstrates that by

integrating TEX, METAPOST, JavaScript and PDF, one can build pretty advanced documents.

More and more documents will get the characteristics of programs, and TEX will be our main

tool for producing them. The example described here can be produced with pdfTEX as well

as traditional TEX.

� METAPOST �

� JavaScript �

� PDF �

� ConTEXt �

� pdfTEX �

� Hans Hagen �

MAPS 20 1998

p 290-296 201 kB

article description

• title lines

• short abstract

• minimal typography

• two menu areas

main table of contents

• rather dull entries

• three columns

• simple right menu

keywords authors titles introduction search exit
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Proceedings of the . . .

MAPS 16 1996

MAPS 17 1996

MAPS 18 1997

MAPS 19 1997

MAPS 20 1998

MAPS 21 1998

MAPS 22 1999

MAPS 23 1999

MAPS 24 2000

keywords

authors

titles

introduction

exit keywords authors titles introduction search exit
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keywords
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tijdschrift MAPS zijn verschenen, plus de artikelen gepubliceerd in de pro-

ceedings van de EuroTEX--conferentie in 1995, die door de NTG is georgani-

seerd. De bibliografie omvat in totaal ruim 700 artikelen.

This bibliography contains all the articles published in the first 24 issues of

NTG’s journal MAPS, plus the articles from the proceedings of the EuroTEX

conference in 1995, which was organized by the NTG. In total it contains

over 700 articles.

We raden aan om Acrobat Reader in te stellen op ‘Full Screen’ (via ‘View’

menu) of op ‘Fit in Window’. ‘Full Screen’ kan weer verlaten worden door op

Esc te drukken.

We recommend that you set Acrobat Reader’s view to ‘Full Screen’ (through

‘View’ menu) or to ‘Fit in Window’. From ‘Full Screen’ you can return to

window view by pressing Esc.

Door middel van indexen op titels, sleutelwoorden en auteurs kunnen arti-

kelen eenvoudig opgezocht worden. Daarnaast kan gebruik worden gemaakt

een standaard zoekfunctie door op de knop ‘search’ te klikken. Door te klik-

ken op de knoppen ‘previous’ en ‘next’ kan achteruit c.q. vooruit gebladerd

worden.

Indexes on titles, keywords and authors can be used to search for articles.

A standard search feature is also available by clicking on the ‘search’ but-

ton. The buttons ‘previous’ and ‘next’ can be used to move backwards and

forwards.
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Due to it’s open character, &tex; can act as an authoring tool. This

article demonstrates that by integrating &tex;, MetaPost, JavaScript

and PDF, one can build pretty advanced documents. More and more

documents will get the characteristics of programs, and &tex; will be

our main tool for producing them. The example described here can be

produced with pdftex as well as traditional &tex;.
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{\HandleKey}
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Some Famous Symbols

Symbols Previous

This symbol can be used to indicate a hyperlink to a

previous page.

Previous

This symbol can be used to indicate a hyperlink to a

previous page.

As one can expect there is also a symbol for going to

the next page.

Previous

This symbol is actually just a mirrored ver-

sion of the first symbol we showed.

Is this nice or not?

First and Last First and Last First and Last

A few screens back, we saw this symbol.

First and Last

A few screens back, we saw this symbol.

This symbol represents the beginning of something.

First and Last

A few screens back, we saw this symbol.

This symbol represents the beginning of something.

Just like this one represents an end.

First and Last

A few screens back, we saw this symbol.

This symbol represents the beginning of something.

Just like this one represents an end.

They look just like the symbols found on audio and video play-

ers.

Summary

So we have a symbol for previous . . .

Summary

So we have a symbol for previous . . .

. . . and one for next . . .

Summary

So we have a symbol for previous . . .

. . . and one for next . . .

. . . and yet another for first . . .

Summary

So we have a symbol for previous . . .

. . . and one for next . . .

. . . and yet another for first . . .

. . . and of course for last.
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Are we an endangered species?

(some thoughts and questions)

Hans Hagen

1

What we’re going to discuss

TEX users
The publishers

The readers
Now . . .

TEX and MetaPost
The future authors

The future publishers
The medium

TEX and MetaPost again
The coding
Conclusions

2

TEX users

They are readers as well as authors.

They often like writing.

They have strong opinions on how things should look.

Most of them are not trained in typesetting.

Many of them are pretty well aware of how to save time.

They like to concentrate on writing instead of formatting.

They use TEX because of its quality.

They can easily (and constantly) update their documents.

They want to be (and often operate) at the front of technology.

They don’t know how to convince people to use TEX.

3

The publishers

They used to consider typesetting to be a specialism.

They are no longer primarily driven by content.

They have to change, will change, and are changing.

They want the highest quality for the lowest price.

4

The readers

They more and more buy in WWW-bookstores.

They will start using those dedicated devices soon.

Many of them still want to own books.

They still prefer ‘look and feel’ over ‘bytes’.

They want to see in advance what they buy.

They keep old copies of articles and books.

They will finally get tired of updating.

5

Now . . .

will there be print?

will there be design?

will there be quality?

what type of content will we deal with?

who will be in control?

6

TEX and MetaPost

Both can do a lot but are seldom used to full power.

They are among the most powerful tools available.

They demonstrated that typesetting can largely be automated.

Like cats, TEX and MetaPost have many lives.

7

The future authors

They must learn to think in structure and reuse.

More and more they have to be aware of readers and possibilities.

They had better not easily accept that something cannot be done.

They have to learn to think in mixed text and graphics.

They should be aware of ‘eternal’ use and reuse.

8

The future publishers

They will publish, host, as well as typeset on demand.

They will use techniques that go far behind current technologies.

They will have to decide between greed and need (and quality).

They have to combine psychology, ergonomics and technology.

9

The medium

Are publishers willing to distribute document source code?

How many holy grails do we expect to find?

What technologies can we expect?

We will move from paper to screen to mind.

10

TEX and MetaPost again

PDF is an easy job for TEX and MetaPost.

In many areas they beat competitors.

They are still the most accurate tools available.

Both provide cutting edge technology.

Their users want to be in control.

We still need to sort out some problems.

11

The coding

SGML showed a way but XML got away with it.

We can do math (ml), so we can do them all.

It’s not only in the coding, but also in the methods.

How often do we want to redo the job.

We will probably soon learn what we did forget.

We had better learn to look into the future.

12

Conclusions

Nothing that real impressive is happening.

We are already 15 years ahead but often unaware of it.

Coding is not the main issue, the (change in) content is.

There will be documents, but we will not recognize them as such.

We have the tools and new tools are coming.

We have stability and finally people will see it.

TEX is one of the few life--long tools around.

For a long time, TEX will be around but nobody will notice.

There are some millennia to come, so we can take some time.

We must not forget the past and not ignore the future.
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23 Matouš 12

lı́bilo. 27Všechno mi bylo předáno
od mého Otce; a nikdo plněs

nepoznávás Syna, jen Otec, ani Ot-
cenikdoplněs nepoznávás, jen Syn
a ten, komu by ho Syn chtěl zje-
vit. 28Pojd’te ke mně všichni, kteřı́
těžces pracujetes a jstep přetı́že-
ni, a já vám dámsf odpočineks.
29Vezměte mé jho na sebe a učte1

se ode mne, nebot’ jsem tichý a
pokorný v srdci; a naleznetef od-
počinutı́ svým dušı́m. 30Vždyt’mé
jho je přı́jemné2 a mé břemeno je
lehké.“

12
1V ten čas šel Ježı́š v so-
botu obilı́m. Jeho učed-

nı́ci dostalis hlads a začali trhat
klasy a jı́st. 2Kdyžs [je] uvidělis fa-
rizeové, řekli mu: „Hle, tvoji učed-
nı́ci dělajı́, co se nesmı́ dělat v
sobotu.“ 3On však jim řekl: „Ne-
četli jste, co udělal David, když
vyhladověl, on i ti, kdo byli s
nı́m? 4Jak vešel do Božı́hoc do-
mu a snědli3 (chleby předloženı́)4 ,
které nesměl jı́st ani on ani ti,

kdo byli s nı́m, ale jen kněžı́?
5Anebo nečetli jste v Zákoně, že o
sobotách kněžı́ v chrámě porušujı́
sobotu, a přece jsou bez viny?
6Pravı́m vám, že zde je někdo vě-
tšı́ než chrám. 7Kdybyste vědělip,
co znamená: ,Milosrdenstvı́ chci,
a ne obět’‘Oz 6,6, neodsoudili bys-
te nevinné. 8Vždyt’ Syn člověka je
pánem soboty.“ 9A kdyžs odtam-
tud odešels, přišel do jejich sy-
nagógy. 10A hle, byl tam člověk,
který měl odumřelou5 ruku. I
otázali se ho: „Je dovoleno v sobo-
tu uzdravovat6 ?“ To proto, aby jej
obžalovali. 11On jim řekl: „(Kdyby
mělf někdo z vás)7 jednu ovci a ta
by mu v sobotu spadla do jámy,
což by ji neuchopilf a nevytáhlf?
12Oč je člověk cennějšı́ než ovce!
Proto je dovoleno v sobotu činit
dobře.“ 13Potom řeklh tomu člo-
věku: „Natáhni svou ruku.“ Natá-
hl ji, a bylas zases vs pořádkus a
zdravá jako ta druhá. 14Farizeové
však vyšli a radili se proti němu,

1 ř.:naučtese; 2nebo:dobré; 3var.: snědl; 4 ř. artoi tésprotheseós,h. lechemhappánı́m,
dosl. ,chléb tváře‘.TytochlebybylypravidelněpředkládánypředB. tvář za12pokolenı́ Izraele;
viz Ex 25,30; Lv 24,5–9. 5 ř.: uschlou; 6 var.: uzdravit; 7 ř.: Kdo bude z vás člověk,
který bude mı́t... 8� nebo: se to dověděl / to poznal; 9� var.: mnozı́; 10� ř.: aby ho
neučinili známým;
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tud odešels, přišel do jejich sy-
nagógy. 10A hle, byl tam člověk,
který měl odumřelou5 ruku. I
otázali se ho: „Je dovoleno v sobo-
tu uzdravovat6 ?“ To proto, aby jej
obžalovali. 11On jim řekl: „(Kdyby
mělf někdo z vás)7 jednu ovci a ta
by mu v sobotu spadla do jámy,
což by ji neuchopilf a nevytáhlf?
12Oč je člověk cennějšı́ než ovce!
Proto je dovoleno v sobotu činit
dobře.“ 13Potom řeklh tomu člo-
věku: „Natáhni svou ruku.“ Natá-
hl ji, a bylas zases vs pořádkus a
zdravá jako ta druhá. 14Farizeové
však vyšli a radili se proti němu,
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The Future of NTS

Hans Hagen
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After TUG2000:

NTS will provide a

tested and robust

starting point

the team will

have set up an

infrastructure to

host discussions

new functionality

and interfaces

can be prototyped

we need to

discuss standards

that will

guarantee stable

environments

all old wishes will

be looked into

macro packages

will become

NTS aware

we can expect

more things

like this . . .
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Definitions

TEX
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MetaPost
Portable Document Format

JavaScript
eXtensible Markup Language

ConTEXt

TEX

We use the word TEX for both a programming language
and a program. The language can be used to describe a

document and its layout.

Both are collected in a so called document source. The
program interprets this source and produces a typeset

version of the document.

Although TEX originates in the beginning of the
eighties, it is

still one of the most powerful tools available for
typesetting complex documents.

Its strength is partly due to the fact that TEX can adapt
itself so easily.

TEX

We use the word TEX for both a programming language and
a program. The language can be used to describe a

document and its layout. Both are collected in a so called
document source. The program interprets this source and

produces a typeset version of the document.

Although TEX originates in the beginning of the eighties, it
is still one of the most powerful tools available for

typesetting complex documents. Its strength is partly due to
the fact that TEX can adapt itself so easily.

MetaPost

This program is derived from MetaFont. Like TEX, both
represent a language and a program. Where MetaFont

produces bitmap font files, MetaPost is strong in non--artistic
graphics.

The graphic capabilities of both programs are limited. One
cannot for instance produce free hand drawings. On the

other hand, MetaPost has analytical capabilities. This means
that we can use the program for those graphics that have a

certain logic in them.

Portable Document Format

Professional printers and raster image processors often have
a built--in capacity to interpret the graphic page description

language PostScript. Its relative PDF, the portable document
format, lacks the language capatibilities, but adds an object

oriented way of describing a document.

Fast (random) access, compression, reuse of information,
and support for annotations like hyperlinks and widgets,

make this self--contained format a good candidate for
distributing documents across hardware architectures and

software platforms.

JavaScript

Also known as the ECMA scripting language, JavaScript is
an object oriented, interpreted programming language that is

primarily meant to be embedded in documents.

Although it lacks certain features, JavaScript is powerful
enough to deal with user input as well as providing
additional navigational functionality. Unfortunately

JavaScript lacks some basic features for communicating with
the outside world, like file access.

eXtensible Markup Language

Ever since computers started being used, people have been
trying to describe their documents in such a way that
computers can deal with their structure and content.

Currently the SGML related descriptive languages like
HTML and the extensible markup language XML are

favoured.

These languages can be recognized by the <angle>
</bracketed> <tags/>. An important element in using
this descriptive language is the Document Type Definition,
in which the rules for a specific class of documents are laid

down.

ConTEXt

A collection of general purpose macros written in the TEX
macro language is referred to as a macro package. Among
others, ConTEXt is such a package. ConTEXt offers a wide
range of features, and can be used for typesetting paper and

screen documents.

MetaPost support is tightly integrated into ConTEXt,
providing the users advanced graphics capabilities. As an
output format, PDF is supported to a far extend, including

support for embedded JavaScript. Also, ConTEXt can handle
information encoded in XML.
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Educational Typesetting

Hans Hagen, GUT 2001

Playground

Conditions

Observations

Solutions

ConTEXt

close

Playground

• authors want control over their text

• designers want to make fancy things

• publishers want to (re)publish content

Playground

Conditions

Observations

Solutions

ConTEXt

close

Conditions

• materials should follow changes in educational programs

• content must be available in many levels and depths

• information is to be reused for formal and job related education

• content should be coded in one source or come from databases

• consistency should be guaranteed within author teams

• workflows should be automated as much as possible

Playground

Conditions

Observations

Solutions

ConTEXt

close

Observations

• 5-10 years ago demands were not that high, and it was not that hard to
beat word processors (zuivering & beheer): TEX permits you to reach a
very high level of abstraction

• today XML is the buzzword, so whatever you produce, it should become
XML some day: since there are more limitations, in a way live has become
much more easier

• (pseudo) standards pop up faster than one can support them: fighting
them will become more and more important

• the publishing world is about to change fast: publishers become brokers
of information (ethiek)

Playground

Conditions

Observations

Solutions

ConTEXt

close

Solutions

• convertable input (steps)

• structured content (examnsrc & examnres)

• high quality output (demo-i & demo-v)

• controlling the process (demo-x & demo-f)

• typesetting on demand (cod.pragma-pod.com)

Playground

Conditions

Observations

Solutions

ConTEXt

close

ConTEXt

• general purpose macro package (currently in major upgrade stage)

• extensive support for structuring and reuse (in TEX and XML)

• reasonable flexible and extendible (more interfaces will be provided)

• evolving into a all--round toolkit (scripts, dtd’s, styles)

• will soon provide DTP like control and features

Playground

Conditions

Observations

Solutions

ConTEXt

close
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Hans Hagen

What is PDF

For long DVI was TEX’s native output

format. This format can be converted to

for instance POSTSCRIPT or PDF. The later

format has the advantage that fonts and

graphics are embedded which make the file

portable across platforms. We start this day

with a short explanation of what PDF is.

Sebastian Rahtz

The history of PDFTEX

The PDFTEX project started . . . years ago. In

its current incarnation, this programs is rather

stable and mature. However, it took quite

some development, discussion and testing,

and the PDFTEX mailing list has played an

important role in this. In this regard, this

project can be considered one of the most

innovative TEX related activities of the end of

the previous century. How did it all evolve?

Erik Frambach

Fonts in PDFTEX

Since PDFTEX provides its own backend,

it also has to deal with font inclusion.

PDFTEX supports type 1 as well as truetype

and bitmap fonts. Some can be included

directly, others needs special treatment.

Fonts can be embedded completely,

partially, or not at all. Also, users have

to set up some map files. Although

font support is rather straightforward,

some basic knowledge can be handy.

Hàn Thế Thành

How PDFTEX can improve your pages

It may have gone unnoticed to many happy users, but

one of the main reasons for developing PDFTEX was

the wish to improve the visual appearance of the page.

The current nature of TEX The Program, limits this

improvement to the individual paragraphs and pages.

Currently PDFTEX provides several methods to improve

the look and feel of a page. Systematic experiments and

research were the basis for the evolution of PDFTEX.

Hans Hagen

Graphics in PDFTEX

A consequence of being its own backend,

is that PDFTEX must include graphics

itself. PDFTEX supports the PDF, JPG, PNG

and METAPOST graphic formats. EPS

graphics can be converted to PDF. Because

PDFTEX gives you access to low level

PDF, it can also support dual resolution

graphics. When embedding graphics

one has to consider resolution and color.

Ed Cashin

PDFTEX in a workflow

Since PDF is one of the major file formats,

PDFTEX is a good candidate for acting as a

backend in processing data. How does that

work, and what is needed to get it working.

Hans Hagen

Going beyond static documents

The last few years, the world of documents has changed

drastically. Color has become natural on the desktop and

screen documents go beyond their static counterparts.

One way to enhance documents is to use advanced

hyperlink tricks. A more drastic deviation from traditional

documents is embedding program code, like JAVASCRIPT.

One can use this scripting language to provide comfortable

navigation and intelligence to documents. PDFTEX provided

the hooks to embed such scripts into the document. In a

similar way, one can use PDFTEX to make advanced forms.

Ed Cashin

Setting up PDFTEX

Since PDFTEX is a all--in--one tool, the TEX user no

longer has to deal with a multi--stage source to paper

process. Installation is not that complicated, but there

a few thing you should know a about the configuration.

Berend de Boer

Postprocessing PDF

It is not uncommon to postprocess the files

produced by TEX, for instance making A5

booklets out of A4 documents. Since PDFTEX

can process PDF graphics, it can do its own

advanced postprocessing, sometimes going

far beyond what’s common in the TEX world.

Another kind of postprocessing involves

converting PDF into a textual format.

An example of this application is an

experimental utility that converts TEX

into HTML in a rather natural way.
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We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our
marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, single
out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, harmonize,
synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce, boil down,
choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, abstract, scan,
look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate, distinguish,
screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort, integrate, blend, in-
spect, filter, lump, skip, smooth, chunk , average, approx-
imate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize, itemize,
review, dip into, flip through, browse, glance into, leaf
through, skim, refine, enumerate, glean, synopsize, win-
now the wheat from the chaff and separate the sheep
from the goats.

— tufte —
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Donald Knuth has spent the past several years working on a
system allowing him to control many aspects of the design of
his forthcoming books—from the typesetting and layout down
to the very shapes of the letters! Seldom has an author had
anything remotely like this power to control the final appear-
ance of his or her work. Knuth’s TEX typesetting system has
become well--known and available in many countries around
the world. By contrast, his METAFONT system for design-
ing families of typefaces has not become as well known or
available.

In his article “The Concept of a Meta--Font”, Knuth sets forth
for the first time the underlying philosophy of METAFONT,
as well as some of its products. Not only is the concept
exiting and clearly well executed, but in my opinion the article
is charmingly written as well. However, despite my overall
enthusiasm for Knuth’s idea and article, there are some points
in it that I feel might be taken wrongly by many readers, and
since they are points that touch close to my deepest interests
in artificial intelligence and esthetic theory, I felt compelled to
make some comments to clarify certain important issues raised
by “The Concept of a Meta--Font”.

— douglas —
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With most science fiction films, the more science you
understand, the less you admire the film or respect its
makers. An evil interstellar spaceship careens across the
screen. The hero’s ship fires off a laser blast, demolishing
the enemy ship—the audience cheers at the explosion.
But why is the laser beam visible? There is nothing in
space to scatter the light back to the viewer. And what
slowed the beam a billionfold to render its advance
toward the enemy ship perceptible? Why, after the
moment of the explosion, does the debris remain centered
in the screen instead of continuing forward as dictated
by the laws of inertia? What could possibly drag and
slow down the expanding debris (and cause the smoke
to billow) in the vacuum of outer space? Note too
the graceful, falling curve of the debris. Have the
cinematographers forgotten that there is no gravity—
no ‘downward’— in outer space? Of course the scene
is accompanied by the obligatory deafening boom. But
isn’t outer space eternally silent? And even if there were
some magical way to hear the explosion, doesn’t light
travel faster than sound? Shouldn’t we see the explosion
long before we hear it, just as we do with lightning and
thunder? Finally, isn’t all this moot? Shouldn’t the
enemy ship be invisible anyway, as there are no nearby
stars to provide illumination?

— stork —
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